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RULEBOOK

p. 7, Units

Add the following after the third sentence of the second 
paragraph: 

A unit must contain all the same words in its name to be considered 

the same type.

p. 11, Power Dice

Replace the last sentence in the third paragraph with the 
following: 

Units cannot use Power Dice unless a special rule allows them to.

Add a new sentence to the end of the first bullet point:

Unless a rule specifies otherwise, you never gain Power Dice for 
destroying allied models.

Page 15

Add a new paragraph after the fourth paragraph of the Moving on 
the Grid section:

Models can also be moved on the grid by being placed. A placed model 
counts as having moved but is not considered to have moved through 
any of the spaces between where it started and where it is placed. 
When counting the distance a model can be placed, only one diagonal 
can be used. 

Page 16

Replace the second sentence of the second paragraph of High 
Mobility with:

A model with High Mobility is immune to hazards when advancing. 
If the model ends its move on a hazard, it suffers all effects of that 
hazard.

p. 22, Destroying Buildings & Creating Hazards

Add a new Hazards heading after the third paragraph.

Replace the first sentence in the fourth paragraph with the 
following: 

Models moving into a hazard or colliding with it take 1 damage point.

p. 28, Combined Unit Attacks

Replace the last sentence in the third paragraph with the 
following: 

For a combined blast attack, all participating units must be able to 
target the enemy model.

p. 30, Actions

Replace the last sentence in the second paragraph with the 
following: 

A player can only use a building’s Actions while their units are 
securing that building.

p. 30, Triggers 

Add the following text under a new Triggers header: 

Some abilities only apply if a specific circumstance is met, such as an 
attack hitting a target. These abilities are known as triggers. Triggers 
are part of an attack’s resolution, but they are only attacks if they 
target models. Most triggers choose a model, so they are not governed 
by the rules of targeting that control brawl and blast attacks. Triggers 
are never a type of attack. For example, Fling is a special rule that is 
triggered as part of an attack. Fling is not a blast or a brawl attack, 
but it is part of the attack that triggers it. 

The resolution of triggers depends on their timing (see p. 31). If more 
than one trigger applies, the attacking player chooses the order to 
resolve the triggers. Completely resolve one trigger before choosing 
the next. You must completely resolve the current attack before 
making any additional attacks created by triggers.

Some triggers cause damage to figures that were not the target of an 
attack. The source of this damage is the trigger, not the original attack. 
An ability that gives a unit +1 Defense against blast attacks will not 
help protect that unit from a blast trigger that damages all units 
adjacent to the target, but it will help protect against a blast trigger 
allowing the attacker to make a blast attack against an additional 
target.

Example 1: Krakenoctus uses an attack with the Fling trigger on a unit 
and chooses a Downtown Highrise to resolve the trigger against. If the 
building is destroyed, its High Occupancy trigger is not resolved since 
the Fling is not a brawl attack.

Example 2: The Blast Radius ability on the Power Plant is a trigger 
that is resolved when the model is destroyed. All adjacent units 
are returned to their owner’s reserves when this trigger is resolved. 
Exo-Armor models adjacent to the Power Plant are returned as well 
because the Hunker ability only makes them immune to damage 
caused by brawl and blast triggers, and this trigger is neither damage 
nor attached to a blast or a brawl.

Page 31, Special Rules

Add a new second paragraph to the Applying Special Rules section:

Special rules stating that something “cannot” happen or that models 
“are not” something override rules stating that the same thing “is,” “can,” 
or “must” occur.

Add the following text under a new Timing of Special Rules 
header:

To determine the timing of model rules at any time other than 
during an attack, the player whose turn it is decides the order of rule 
resolution.
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9. The other player’s special rules that trigger on a model being 
destroyed are resolved, in the order chosen by that player.

10. Remove the destroyed model(s) from the map. The attacker gains 
Power Dice for each building and enemy model destroyed by the 
attack.

11. The attacking player’s special rules, and rules on buildings or 
assets, that are resolved “immediately after an attack is resolved” 
are resolved, in order chosen by that player.

12. The other player’s special rules that are resolved “immediately 
after an attack is resolved” are resolved, in order chosen by that 
player.

p.33, Body Slam

Change the third sentence of the first paragraph to: 

You can body slam a monster into any spaces except spaces occupied 
by a monster.

p. 36, Throw

Replace the last sentence in the first paragraph with the following: 

The new location must be within the area shown in the diagram below 
and can be a number of spaces away from the target monster’s current 
location up to the number of Power Dice rolled for the throw attack.

Replace the diagram caption with the following: 

The thrown monster (red) can be placed in the highlighted area

Page 31, Special Rules

Add the following text under a new Asset Rules header:

Monsters and units can move through spaces occupied by assets. An 
asset is not a monster, unit, or building; however, an asset is treated 
like a unit or building in certain circumstances. Generally, models 
making attacks treat assets as a building. The only exception to this 
rule is monsters performing Stomp, Ram, or Rampage power attacks 
treat assets as a unit. When an asset takes damage, it is destroyed.

Players never gain Power Dice for destroying an asset, and they are 
never considered part of a player’s force.

Each space on the map can only contain one asset.

When a monster collides with an asset, the asset is destroyed.

Add the following text under a new Replacing Models header:

If a special rule replaces a model with another model, such as Action: 
Empower, the new model is treated as the replaced model when 
determining if it can make a advance, use an action, or attack. For 
example, if a Squix uses its advance to move three spaces and is then 
replaced with an elite Squix, the elite Squix cannot make an advance 
but can make an attack, since the model it replaced had made an 
advance but had not made an attack this turn.’

Page 32

Change the Timing of Special Rules header to Attack Timing.

Replace the numbered entries with:

1. The attacking player’s special rules that trigger on hitting are 
resolved, in the order chosen by that player.

2. The special rules of buildings and assets that trigger on being hit 
are resolved, in the order chosen by the attacking player.

3. The other player’s special rules that trigger on being hit are 
resolved, in the order chosen by that player.

4. Apply all the damage from the attack, including collisions. If 
a monster in alpha form suffers damage, all of the damage is 
considered to be dealt to that form, even if the damage causes 
the monster to enter hyper form. If a monster in alpha form 
suffers enough damage to destroy it, the monster still enters 
hyper form and triggers any abilities related to going hyper, 
before being removed from the battle map.

5. The attacking player’s special rules that trigger on their model 
taking damage are resolved, in the order chosen by that player.

6. The defending player’s special rules that trigger on their model 
taking damage are resolved, in the order chosen by that player.

7. The attacking player’s special rules that trigger on destroying a 
model are resolved, in the order chosen by that player.

8. Special rules on buildings or assets that trigger on a model being 
destroyed are resolved, in the order chosen by the attacking 
player. 
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MODEL ERRATA

Assets
Emergency Barricade

Add a sentence to the beginning of Hurdle.

Units with Flight and monsters ignore this model when moving, 
regardless of other special rules. 

Speed Booster

Add a sentence to the end of Speed Bump.

A unit can be affected by this rule more than once in the same turn.

Buildings
Martian Command Post

Resource Domination. Replace the text with the following:

Once per turn, if you are securing one or more buildings with Resource 
Domination when you roll two or more Power Dice on an attack and 
the attack hits an enemy model, after the attack is resolved you can 
move one Power Die from your Dice Well to your Power Pool. 

Mount Terra

Tectonic Shift. Replace the text with the following:

During your Unit or Monster Activation, this model can spend one 
Action Die to perform a Tectonic Shift action. Advance one of your 
monsters up to two spaces, even if it has already advanced this turn.

 Elemental Champions
Incinerus - Alpha

Replace the first sentence of the Ignite text with the following:

During your Monster Activation, this model can spend two Action Die 
while on or adjacent to a debris tile to perform an Ignite action.

 Empire of the Apes
White Dajan

Wrecking Crew. Replace the text with the following:

While this model is in play, allied Faction units gain Demolisher.

 Green Fury
Sergeant Titanica

Add another sentence to the end of Combo Strike.

This power attack gains +3 Boost Dice and does not require any Power 
Dice.

 G.U.A.R.D.
Defender X

Replace the text of Disruption with the following:

Enemy models participating in an attack while within two spaces of 
this model lose one Boost Die on their attack rolls.

G-Tank

Aim. Replace the text with the following:

This model gains +1 Boost Die when participating in blast attacks if it 
did not advance this activation.

Sky Sentinel

Wing Leader. Replace the text with the following:

While this model is in play, allied Faction units with the Flight special 
rule gain +1 Boost Die when participating in blast attacks.

 Lords of Cthul
Squix

Replace the text of Disruption with the following:

Enemy models participating in an attack while within two spaces of 
this model lose one Boost Die on their attack rolls.

Ulgoth

Replace the text of Disruption with the following:

Enemy models participating in an attack while within two spaces of 
this model lose one Boost Die on their attack rolls.

Change the name of Energy Drain to Energy Sap.

Yasheth

Penetrator. Replace the text with the following:

When resolving this attack, the target model suffers -1 DEF, to a 
minimum of 1.

 Martian Menace
Ares Mothership

Replace the second sentence of Action: Transport with the 
following:

Take one Faction unit with the Cargo special rule from your unit 
reserves and place it in play adjacent to this model.

Tactical Command. Replace the text with the following:

While this model is in play, allied Faction units’ blast attacks gain the 
Hit & Run special rule.
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Saucer

Replace the second sentence of Action: Transport with the 
following:

Take one Faction unit with the Cargo special rule from your unit 
reserves and place it in play adjacent to this model.

 Planet Eaters
Rogzor

High Impact. Replace the text with the following:

While this model is in play, allied Faction units gain +1 Boost Die 
when participating in blast attacks.

Scorcher – Grunt

Reduce blast RNG to 3. 

Ignite. Replace the text with the following:

During your Unit Activation, this model can spend two Action Die 
while on or adjacent to a debris tile to perform an Ignite action. If the 
tile is rubble, flip it to the hazard side. Models occupying the same 
space as the hazard suffer the effects of the hazard as if they had 
collided with the hazard.

Scorcher – Elite

Ignite. Replace the text with the following:

During your Unit Activation, this model can spend two Action Die 
while on or adjacent to a debris tile to perform an Ignite action. If the 
tile is rubble, flip it to the hazard side. Models occupying the same 
space as the hazard suffer the effects of the hazard as if they had 
collided with the hazard.

 Shadow Sun Syndicate
Interceptor

Replace the second sentence of Action: Transport with:

Take one Faction unit with the Cargo special rule from your unit 
reserves and place it in play adjacent to this model. 

Zor-Magna

Replace the name on the hyper side with Zor-Magna.

Zor-Raiden

Combat Coordination. Replace the text with the following:

While this model is in play, allied Faction units’ brawl attacks gain the 
Hit & Run special rule.

 Terrasaurs
Bellower

Replace the text of Disruption with the following:

Enemy models participating in an attack while within two spaces of 
this model lose one Boost Die on their attack rolls.

Pteradax 

Replace the text of Energy Sap with the following:

If this attack hits an enemy monster, your opponent must move one 

Action Die from their Monster Pool to their Unit Pool.

Terra Khan

Blood Rage. Replace the text with the following:

While this model is in play, allied Faction units gain +1 Boost Die 
when participating in brawl attacks.

Feeding Frenzy. Replace the text with the following:

When this monster attacks a monster that is adjacent to any allied 
Faction unit, this monster’s attack does Super Damage.

Stampede. Replace the text with the following:

While this model is in play, allied Faction units gain +1 SPD.

 Tritons
Krakenoctus

Waterlogged. Replace the second sentence with the following:

When this model advances onto a debris tile that is a hazard, flip it to 
the rubble side.

 Waste
Globbicus

Replace the second sentence of Bifurcate with the following:

When this monster goes hyper, place the second model in play within 
four spaces of the first model. 
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MONSTERPOCALYPSE FAQ

Action: Propaganda
Q: Can a player use Propaganda to move an Action Die from their 
opponent’s Monster or Unit Pool to their Dice Well or Power Pool? 

A: No. As the rulebook explains on page 10, Action Dice can only 
ever be in the Monster or Unit Pools. Action: Propaganda is covered 
under the rules on page 10 that say, “Certain game effects can add 
or subtract from the number of Action Dice you have in a dice pool. 
When this happens, simply move the number of affected dice from 
one pool to the other.”

Action: Retrofit
Q: When this rule talks about “any building you brought to 
the game that is not currently in play,” does that apply to all 
the building I own or just the ones that were in play and then 
destroyed?

A: Action: Retrofit lets you put any of the buildings you brought to 
the game into play. For example, if you brought 11 buildings to 
the game and two of them are out of play because one didn’t get 
placed at the start of the game, and another was destroyed last 
turn, either building can be put into play by this action.

Adjacency
Q: Is a model considered to be adjacent to itself?

A: No, a model cannot be adjacent to itself. 

Advancing
Q: Since a model can advance only once each activation, how does 
a rule like Action: Sprint, which states, “Advance this model up to 
its SPD, even if it has already advanced this turn,” work if I use it 
before the model’s normal advance? 

A: Any rule that states it can be used even if the model has already 
advanced this turn does not use the model’s normal advance, so a 
model can advance before or after using an action that grants it an 
extra advance.

Assets
Q: Can a model gain the benefit of multiple Speed Booster assets 
in the same turn? 

A: Yes, as the above errata clarifies, a model can be affected by the 
Speed Bump rule more than once on the same turn.

Combined Unit Attacks
Q: Do all of the units that are participating in a combined blast 
attack against a model with Cloak have to be within two spaces of 
the target?

A: Yes. It was the original intent that a model cannot participate in 
a blast attack against a model with Cloak unless it is within two 
spaces of the target. The rulebook has been errataed to make this 
clearer.

Damaging Monsters
Q: If an alpha Globbicus takes enough damage in alpha mode to 
destroy it, does it get removed from the table without triggering 
the Bifurcate ability?

A: No. As the above errata clarifies, even though all of the damage 
dealt by an attack is considered to be done to whatever form the 
monster is in when the attack was made, a monster still suffers 
each point of damage. If a monster has a rule, like Bifurcate, that 
triggers when it goes hyper, that rule is resolved as the damage is 
being dealt to the monster, before it is removed from the map.

Q: If my last monster uses Beat Back to force my opponent’s last 
monster to collide with my monster, and this makes both monsters 
suffer enough damage to be destroyed, who wins?

A: If after an attack is fully resolved, no monster remains in play, 
the game ends in a draw, and neither player wins.

Destroyed Models
Q: If a model, such as The Tokyo Triumph, performs an action, is 
destroyed, and then returned to play in the same turn, can it 
perform its action again as long as I’m securing the Statue of 
Liberty?

A: Yes, a destroyed model that returns to play for any reason is 
considered a new model.

Dice In Play
Q: What do I do if I earn Power Dice or trigger an ability like Energy 
Cycle, but all of the dice that would be affected by that rule are 
still in play?

A: Dice earned and moved by abilities are still counted, even if they 
can’t physically be moved while an attack is being resolved. Take 
note of all the dice affected by the rule, and resolve the rule when 
the attack is fully resolved. For example, if your Sergeant Titanica 
makes a Swat power attack with two Action Dice, and all of your 
other dice are still in your Monster Pool, after both attacks are fully 
resolved, you would move two Action Dice from your Unit Pool to 
your Monster Pool.
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Q: What happens if a model that can move between attacks with 
dice in play, like the Mollock Berserker, moves into or out of the 
range of a model’s Disruption ability?

A: The rules on page 10 state, “Some special rules can add or 
remove dice from the dice in play or cause you to reroll the dice 
in play.” This means that if the Berserker began the attack in 
Disruption range but then moved out of that rule’s range, it would 
gain a Boost Die on the next attack it rolled with dice in play. The 
opposite is true if the Berserker began the attack out of Disruption 
range and then moved into it. In that case, it would lose a Boost 
Die from the next roll.

Hazards
Q: Can a model be damaged by a hazard more than once in the 
same turn if it is flipped multiple times?

A: Yes. The rules state on page 22, “Once a model has suffered 
the effects of a hazard, it does not suffer those effects again 
unless it moves off the hazard and then returns.” A hazard that is 
flipped to the rubble side, however, no longer exists. If the tile is 
subsequently flipped back to the hazard side, that is a new hazard, 
so a model in one of the tile’s spaces has never suffered the effects 
of that hazard before.

Rampager
Q: Since Rampager states, “When this monster performs a rampage 
power attack, you gain +1 Power Die for every model destroyed,” do 
you get Power Dice for killing friendly units? 

A: No. As the above errata clarifies, you never gain any dice from 
destroying friendly models unless a rule specifies otherwise.

Objectives
Q: Spawn points are listed as a kind of objective space on page 23 
of the rulebook. Is this on purpose, or are only power zones and 
negative zones objectives?

A: Everything listed as an objective in this section is considered an 
objective, including spawn points.

Power Attacks
Q: If a monster is thrown one space and lands in a hazard that it 
was in before the throw, does it take damage from that hazard?

A: No. As explained on p. 22 of the rulebook, “Once a model has 
suffered the effects of a hazard, it does not suffer those effects 
again unless it moves off the hazard and then returns.” This means 
that a monster can never take damage from a hazard it has been 
damaged by unless it completely leaves that hazard. Being thrown 
moves a monster across the board. It does not remove it from the 
hazard and return it to the hazard. 

Q: Do all power attacks benefit from special rules like Penetrator?

A: No. Not all attacks target a model. For example Stomp and 
Rampage do not target specific models; they compare the dice roll 
to the Defense of models and hit models, but those models were 
not the targets of the attack. Special rules like Penetrator only 
affect targeted models.

Triggers
Q: Are Triggers part of the attack that lists them, or are they their 
own attack?

A: As explained on p. 31 of the rulebook under Timing of Special 
Rules, some special rules are triggered as part of an attack. These 
rules are also referred to as triggers.

Triggers are part of an attack’s resolution, but they are only attacks 
if they target models. Most triggers choose a model, so they are 
not governed by the rules of targeting that control brawl and blast 
attacks. Triggers are never a type of attacks. For example, Fling is 
a special rule that is triggered as part of an attack. Fling is not a 
blast or a brawl attack, but it is part of the attack that triggers it. 

Q: Does Rogzor get the benefit of Penetrator versus the units 
affected by Devastation?

A: No. Devastation is a trigger that can do damage to units around 
the targeted building if the attack roll equals or beats their 
Defenses. Penetrator reduces the Defense of the model targeted 
by the attack. Since the units affected by Devastation are not the 
target of the attack, they are not affected by Penetrator.

Q: For Power Gorge, does the destroyed model need to be the 
target of the attack?

A: No. Many attacks do damage to models that are not specifically 
targeted by the attack, and Power Gorge states, “When this attack 
destroys an enemy model, you gain one additional Power Die.” For 
Example, the Ram power attack states that “Any units B2B with 
the building on the opposite side are destroyed.” This means that 
a Ram power attack destroys the unit and would trigger Power 
Gorge.

Q: If I destroy a Meat Slave with an attack that has the Fling trigger, 
can I use Fling to destroy the unit that gets put into play by the 
Incubator rule?

A: No. Fling triggers when the attack hits. Since Incubator triggers 
when the model is destroyed,  the model put into play by it is not 
yet on the table when the second model must be chosen for the 
resolution of Fling. 

Q: If a Rocket Ape is within two spaces of a Command Ape, can it 
resolve Hit & Run after each of its Multi-Fire attacks?

A: Yes. Each of the rolls generated by Multi-Fire is an individual 
attack. So as long as the Rocket Ape stays within two spaces of the 
Command Ape, it can trigger Hit & Run with each attack.
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Q: If a monster with Energy Cycle, such as Hammerklak, performs 
a Swat power attack, do both attack rolls made during the power 
attack trigger Energy Cycle and move an Action Die? 

A: Yes. Since Energy Cycle triggers on each attack, and both of the 
rolls during the Swat power attack are attack rolls, both rolls will 
trigger Energy Cycle. 

Units
Q: Shinobot Gunners are grunt units, according to the card. Does 
having the word Shinobot in their name make Shinobot Gunners 
eligible for the Elite Shinobot Commander bonus?

A: As this errata clarifies above, a unit must contain all the same 
words in its name to be considered the same type.


